The Fury

The Deepwater Horizon disaster in the
Gulf of Mexico washes a cache of
doomsday weapons onto a Mexican beach:
bombs filled with VX nerve gas mixed
with anthrax, invented by the Nazis during
World War II and perfected by the United
States to use in the Cold War. The bombs
soon fall into the wrong hands and create
an unstoppable opponent. Only one
Chicago Police detective has a chance of
preventing those bombs from being used
on American soil.
Reeling from the
recent murder of her husband as well as
allegations of police misconduct, Detective
Superstition Sue Davis is thrown into an
undercover assignment. She must infiltrate
the Mexican narcotics cartel responsible for
the death of her husband in order to get
close to the cartels sociopathic enforcer,
Jim?nez Jimmy Garcia.
But when the
entire Garcia family is killed in Mexico by
a U.S. Special Forces raid gone wrong,
Garcia will stop at nothing to get
vengeance, including triggering newly
acquired bombs on American soil.
Superstitions assignment quickly becomes
more dangerous than planned as the threat
of a terrorist attack looms closer.

The Fury (1978) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more. - 3 min - Uploaded by
Daniel PaikovTrailer for Brian De Palmas The Fury (1978). The Fury: Trailer. Daniel Paikov. Loading Brian De
Palma returns to the mind-blowing potential of telekinesis in the follow-up to his 1976 horror hit Carrie. While
vacationing with hisThe Fury is a fictional android character appearing in American comic books published by Marvel
Comics. The character is usually depicted as an adversary ofThe Sound and the Fury is a novel written by the American
author William Faulkner. It employs a number of narrative styles, including stream of consciousness.The Fury (1978)
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PosterThe Fury is a 1978 thriller film directed by Brian De Palma, based on a novel by John Farris. The film follows
Peter Sandza (Kirk Douglas), whose friend Ben And so we come to The Fury. One of the very highest-rated De Palma
films by those who claim the man as a personal favorite and clearly theThe Sound and the Fury is an American drama
film directed by James Franco. It is the second film version of the novel of the same name by William Faulkner. - 3 min
- Uploaded by Nuclear Blast RecordsOfficial music video for Down On The Ropes by Amsterdam based metal band
THE CHARM The Fury was the Flame Soldier of the Cobra Unit. The Fury was born sometime during the mid-1900s to
early 1910s.[1] During World War II, he became a Brian De Palma returns to the mind-blowing potential of telekinesis
in the follow-up to his 1976 horror hit Carrie. While vacationing with his Brian De Palmas The Fury is a stylish
entertainment, fast-paced, and acted with great energy. Im not quite sure it makes a lot of sense, but Brian De Palmas
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criminally underrated paranormal classic, The Fury, is one such title that deserves to be elevated to a more prominent
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